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IN THIS WEEK’S BOTTOM LINE 

 It is unlikely that Moody’s will downgrade South Africa’s local currency sovereign bonds to 

“junk” status. This is according to the bond market, the financial markets’ most reliable 

barometer.  

 

SOUTH AFRICA ECONOMIC REVIEW 

 Headline producer price inflation (PPI) picked-up slightly in December to 5.2% year-on-year 

from 5.1% in November. On a month-on-month basis PPI increased from 0.5% to 0.6%. 

However, the recent downtrend is expected to reassert itself in coming months. PPI for 

intermediate manufactured goods slowed from 4.2% to 3.2% on the year and decreased by 

0.4% on the month. PPI for utilities slowed from 4.0% to 3.3% on the year and fell 1.8% on 

the month due to a decline in the price of water and electricity. PPI for agriculture, 

forestry and fishing slowed from 6.9% to 6.4% on the year. The likelihood of a strengthening 

rand and subdued food prices should help headline PPI decelerate from an average of 4.9% 

in 2017 to the 4% level in 2018 paving the way for further declines in consumer price 

inflation.  

 

 Headline consumer price inflation (CPI) nudged higher in December to 4.7% year-on-year 

from 4.6% in November. The biggest culprit was the transport category lifted by a 14.2% 

fuel price increase. Core CPI, excluding food and energy prices, decelerated from 4.4% to 

4.2% and increased month-on-month by only 0.3%. Inflation for durable and semi-durable 

goods eased to 0.3% and 0.9% on the year from 0.5% and 1.6%, respectively. Services 

inflation slowed from 5.5% to 5.3%. Prospects for a strengthening rand, subdued food 

prices, and downward trending producer price inflation should help headline CPI fall to 

below 4.5% in the first half of the year. The benign inflation outlook will hand the South 

African Reserve Bank an opportunity to cut interest rates.  

 

 Net foreign investor inflows into the South African equity market jumped last week to 

R8.966 billion lifting the total net inflow for the year-to-date to R14.39 billion. The positive 

endorsement by foreign investors coincides with a successful showing by Team SA at the 

World Economic Forum conference in Davos. The surge in interest from foreign investors 

provides a strongly bullish signal for the JSE. A bull market in South African equities is 

typically characterised by strong foreign participation. The bond market meanwhile was 



 

 

less fortunate. Foreign investors sold a net R5.0 billion in South African bonds last week 

maintaining year-to-date net outflows at R5.03 billion. 

 

 The South African Reserve Bank composite leading business cycle indicator registered 105.4 

in November unchanged from October’s level although still at its highest since 2012. The 

leading indicator is a barometer for economic conditions six months ahead. Of the ten sub-

components making up the leading indicator, six improved and four deteriorated. The 

biggest contributors were the increased hours worked in the manufacturing sector followed 

by an acceleration in the number of new passenger vehicles sold. The biggest detractors 

were the decreased number of residential building plans passed and deceleration in job 

advertising space. At current levels, the leading business cycle indicator is consistent with 

annualised GDP growth of 3%, well above consensus forecasts. Improved confidence post 

the ANC elective conference should boost the leading indicator further in December and 

into the first quarter 2018, potentially signalling GDP growth in excess of 3% in the second 

half of the year.  

 

SOUTH AFRICA: THE WEEK AHEAD 

 Private sector credit extension: Due Tuesday 30th January. Growth in private sector credit 

extension (PSCE) is expected to slow slightly in December to 6.0% year-on-year from 6.5% in 

November. In the year to end November PSCE grew on average by 5.7% down from almost 

7% in 2016. An acceleration is anticipated in 2018 helped by lower inflation, stable interest 

rates and increased business and consumer confidence.  

 

 Trade balance: Due Wednesday 31st January. The trade surplus is expected to jump in 

December due to the traditional slowdown in imports at that time of year. A surplus of 

around R12 billion is anticipated, which would lift the total surplus for the year to R77 

billion a substantial increase on the R1 billion surplus recorded in 2016. Buoyant global 

trade and rising commodity prices should keep the trade balance in surplus during 2018 

although the surplus may reduce slightly compared with last year on increased import 

volumes. 

 

 Absa manufacturing purchasing managers’ index: Due Thursday 1st February. Having 

languished below the key 50-level, which demarcates expansion from contraction, for the 

greater part of last year the manufacturing purchasing managers’ index (PMI) is likely to 

move back into expansionary territory during 2018. The PMI should benefit from the change 

in government economic policy following the outcome of the ANC elective conference. 

 

 New vehicle sales: Due Thursday 1st February. January is traditionally a strong month for 

vehicle sales as buyers typically postpone purchases to obtain new year registrations. The 

National Association of Automobile Manufacturers of South Africa (NAAMSA) forecasts new 



 

 

vehicle sales will increase in 2018 by 2.6% year-on-year building on the 1.7% growth 

recorded in 2017.  

 

GLOBAL 

 The IMF lifted its forecast for global economic growth in both 2018 and 2019 from 3.7% to 

3.9% marking a strong acceleration from the estimated growth rate of 3% achieved in 2017.  

The IMF attributes a large part of the upward revision to the US tax plan. The IMF lifted its 

forecast for US GDP growth in 2018 and 2019 from 2.3% and 1.9% to 2.7% and 2.5%, 

respectively, although cautioned that many of the tax bill’s provisions are temporary and 

will fade after 2022. The IMF highlighted the return to global synchronised economic 

expansion in 2017, helped by a recovery in commodity prices, and impressive gains in global 

retail sales and capital expenditure. According to IMF estimates 150 countries increased 

their exports in 2017 the most on record in any given year. Periods of synchronised global 

growth are rare but once they become established tend to last for a protracted period. 

Recent examples include the multi-year periods from 1984-1989 and from 2004-2007.  

 

 The oil price climbed to its highest levels since 2014 buoyed by a combination of rising 

global demand, production outages in Venezuela, reduced inventories in the US and a 

renewed commitment to production cuts by the OPEC and Russian-led cartel. The Brent oil 

price lifted above $70 per barrel up almost 60% from its June level of $45. The US Energy 

Information Administration reported US crude stockpiles fell last week for a 10th straight 

week despite US production rising to a record 9.878 million barrels per day. Crude 

stockpiles at the main storage hub in Cushing Oklahoma have reduced by 44% since peaking 

in February last year. Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia’s energy minister Khalid al-Falih signalled a 

continuation of OPEC and Russian led oil production cuts beyond 2018: “We should not limit 

our efforts to 2018. We need to be talking about a longer framework for our cooperation.”  

 

 President Trump sparked concerns over a potential increase in global protectionism by 

imposing tariffs on imported solar cells and washing machines. US tariffs on imported solar 

panels and cells will be 30% in the first year declining to 15% in the fourth year. Tariffs on 

washing machines will be 20% initially rising to 50% above a certain threshold. As well as 

angering the main exporters, China and South Korea, advantages for the US economy are 

debatable. US consumers will face rising prices and declining choice. Solar panel 

installation in the US, a far greater employer than solar panel manufacturing, will likely 

decline. The Solar Energy Industries Association forecasts the trade protection measure will 

cost 23,000 US jobs in 2018.  

 

 

 



 

 

NORTH AMERICA 

 GDP growth slowed in the fourth quarter (Q4) to 2.6% quarter-on-quarter annualised down 

from 3.2% in Q3 and below the 3.0% consensus forecast. The slowdown is attributed to a fall 

in net exports and inventory reductions. Depleted inventories signal stronger growth ahead 

as stocks are replenished. On the plus side, consumer spending grew by a solid 3.8% 

annualised its fastest pace since 2014, contributing 2.6 percentage points to headline GDP 

growth. Consumer spending on durable goods increased by 14.2% annualised its highest 

level since 2009. Investment in business equipment grew by a robust 11.4% signalling 

productivity gains in the quarters ahead. The outlook for the US economy remains positive, 

helped by synchronised global growth and rising international trade, renewed investment 

spending, tame inflation, low interest rates and rising consumer confidence. The Fed 

forecasts GDP growth of 2.5% in 2018 unchanged from 2017. President Trump forecasts 

growth of 3% or more, with help from his administration’s tax cuts and deregulation.  

 

 Net inflows into US equity funds increased last week to a record $33.2 billion reflecting a 

rise in positive sentiment among retail investors. A record breaking 66% of Americans 

believe shares will increase in value in the coming year, according to a poll conducted by 

the University of Michigan. The bullish sentiment is backed by an improving outlook for 

company earnings. Thomson Reuters surveys show an increase in earnings forecasts for 

companies making-up the S&P 500 index from 12% a few weeks ago to 13.2% for the fourth 

quarter 2017.  

 

 Existing home sales, which account for around 90% of US home sales, fell in December by a 

greater than expected 3.6% month-on-month. However, the outlook remains positive. Some 

pullback had been expected following the especially strong reading in November, which 

reached its highest annualised pace since February 2007. Moreover, the pressure on sales is 

attributed to depleted housing stocks rather than weakening demand. The inventory of 

previously owned homes on the market has declined for 31 straight months to just 3.2 

months’ worth of sales at the current sales pace. A six-month supply is traditionally viewed 

as a healthy balance between supply and demand. House prices continue to forge ahead. 

The median house price increased in 2017 by 5.8% marking the sixth straight year of gains.  

 

 The Conference Board Leading Economic Index (LEI), a barometer of US economic 

conditions six months’ ahead, increased by a greater than expected 0.6% in December 

building on its gains of 0.5% in November and 1.3% in October. According to Ataman 

Ozyildirim, Director of Business Cycles and Growth research at the Conference Board: “The 

US LEI continued rising rapidly in December, pointing to a continuation of strong economic 

growth in the first half of 2018. The passing of the tax plan is likely to provide even more 

tailwind to the current expansion.” Gains were widespread among the 10 sub-components 

making up the LEI, with the biggest contributions made by strength in new orders for 



 

 

manufactured goods, consumers’ outlook on the economy, and improving stock markets and 

financial conditions.  

 

JAPAN 

 As expected the Bank of Japan (BOJ) left its benchmark interest rate unchanged at -0.1% 

and remained committed to its asset purchase programme, aimed at keeping the 10-year 

Japanese Government bond yield at around 0%. BOJ Governor Haruhiko Kuroda dismissed 

speculation that the central bank is about to scale back its large monetary stimulus. 

Speculation has increased since the ECB started to taper its asset purchase programme. In 

addition, the minutes from the BOJ’s policy meeting in December show that some BOJ 

board members called for a close watch on the side-effects of prolonged large-scale 

monetary easing on the economy and the financial system. However, Kuroda said: “There is 

still considerable distance toward achieving the 2% inflation target…. We are not at the 

stage of considering an exit from monetary easing.”  

 

 Headline consumer price inflation (CPI) accelerated from 0.6% year-on-year in November to 

1.0% in December. However, most of the gain is attributed to the 5.2% increase in the cost 

of fuel, light and water. Core CPI, which excludes volatile fresh food items, and which is 

the focus of the Bank of Japan’s 2% inflation target, nudged higher from 0.8% to 0.9% also 

due primarily to higher fuel and utility prices. However, core-core CPI, which strips out the 

most volatile items like food and energy, remained subdued at 0.3% signalling a continued 

absence of sustainable inflationary pressure in the Japanese economy. 

 

EUROPE 

 As expected the ECB left its benchmark interest rate unchanged at 0% and its asset 

purchase programme at €30 billion per month. According to the ECB’s accompanying 

statement the asset purchase programme will remain at this level until September “or 

beyond if necessary” and interest rates wouldn’t rise “for an extended period of time.” In 

addition, the euro’s sharp appreciation this year, especially versus the dollar, has 

dampened speculation the ECB may bring forward the normalisation of its monetary policy. 

ECB President Mario Draghi said: “The recent volatility in exchange rates represents a 

source of uncertainty which requires monitoring with regard to its possible implications for 

the outlook for price stability.”  

 

 The Eurozone ZEW Investors’ Economic Sentiment Index increased more than expected in 

January to 31.8 up from 29 in December. The ZEW index more than recouped its loss in 

December hitting its highest level since July. The improvement is attributed to a 

combination of better current perceived conditions and upbeat expectations over the 



 

 

medium-term. With the Eurozone economy continuing to grow at a robust pace, investor 

confidence levels are likely to remained buoyant over the medium-term.  

 

 Germany’s key measures of business and consumer confidence notched up further gains in 

December indicating that the country’s political uncertainty is having little impact on the 

country’s economic mood. The Ifo business confidence index increased from 117.2 in 

December to 117.6 in January matching the previous record high set in November. Ifo head 

Clement Fuest said: “The German economy made a dynamic start to the year.” Meanwhile, 

the Gfk consumer expectations index climbed in January for a third straight month, rising 

from 45.2 to 54.4 its highest level since February 2011. According to a Gfk statement: “The 

euphoria can be explained above all by the continuing excellent situation in the labour 

market.”  

 

 The Eurozone composite purchasing managers’ index (PMI), measuring conditions in both 

manufacturing and service sectors of the economy, unexpectedly increased in January to 

58.6 its highest level since June 2006. The PMI is up from 58.1 in December and well above 

the 57.9 consensus forecast. Readings above the key 50-level indicate expansion. While the 

manufacturing PMI slipped from 60.6 to 59.6 the services PMI gained from 56.6 to 57.6 its 

highest since August 2007. Encouragingly the output prices sub-index increased from 53.2 to 

54.6 signalling a healthy normalisation in the inflation rate. The PMI numbers are consistent 

with first quarter Eurozone GDP growth of 1.0% quarter-on-quarter, representing a 

significant uplift from the 0.6% consensus forecast.  

 

UNITED KINGDOM 

 GDP growth unexpectedly accelerated in the fourth quarter (Q4) to 0.5% quarter-on-quarter 

up from 0.4% in Q3 confounding the Bank of England’s (BOE) forecast that growth might be 

slightly lower. The pick-up in GDP growth is attributed to the service sector of the 

economy, which contributes around 80% of total GDP. The service sector increased output 

by 0.6% up from 0.4% the previous quarter, marking its fastest pace since Q4 2016. Business 

services were especially strong with an increase of 0.8%. Industrial production also 

increased by a robust 0.6% powered by the manufacturing sector, which increased output 

by 1.3%. The construction sector declined by 1.0% on the quarter, its worst performance 

since Q3 2012. Overall, the UK economy has been more resilient than expected following 

the Brexit vote in June 2016. BOE governor Mark Carney reported that should the UK gain 

greater clarity in its future trading relationship with the EU its economy should begin to 

“recouple” with the world economy later this year.  

 

 

 



 

 

FAR EAST AND EMERGING MARKETS 

 South Korea’s GDP unexpectedly contracted in the fourth quarter (Q4) by 0.2% quarter-on-

quarter marking the first sequential fall since 2008. While some pullback had been 

expected following the 1.5% quarter-on-quarter surge in Q3, the GDP number was weaker 

than expected. Exports contracted 5.4% on the quarter, manufacturing output fell 2.0% and 

the construction sector shrank 1.5%. However, the outlook remains positive. The slowdown 

is partly attributed to fewer working days in Q4. Meanwhile, private household consumer 

spending increased a solid 1.1% on the quarter, its fastest pace since Q4 2015, helped by 

strong wage growth. Despite a solid medium-term outlook, the softer than expected GDP 

figures will give the Bank of Korea reason to pause its current monetary tightening cycle. 

The BOK raised its benchmark interest rate in November for the first time in over six years.  

 

KEY MARKET INDICATORS (YEAR TO DATE %) 

JSE All Share + 2.19 

JSE Fini 15  - 1.50 

JSE Indi 25  + 2.59 

JSE Resi 20  + 6.88 

R/$   + 3.32 

R/€   + 0.43 

R/£   - 0.62 

S&P 500  + 6.73 

Nikkei  + 3.80 

Hang Seng  + 10.19 

FTSE 100  - 0.21 

DAX   + 3.15 

CAC 40  + 3.93 

MSCI Emerging + 9.45 

MSCI World  + 6.22 



 

 

Gold   + 3.84 

Platinum  + 8.37 

Brent oil  + 4.40 

 

TECHNICAL ANALYSIS 

 Having broken key resistance levels at R/$13.50 and R/$12.50, the rand has returned to its 

appreciating trend, targeting a break below R/$11.70 over coming months. 

 

 The US dollar index has tried but failed to break through a major 30-year resistance line 

suggesting the three-year bull run in the dollar may be over.  

 

 The British pound has broken above key resistance at £/$1.35 promoting further near-term 

currency gains to a target range of £/$1.40-1.50.  

 

 The JPMorgan global bond index is testing the support line from the bull market stemming 

back to 1989, which if broken will project further sharp increases in bond yields. 

 

 The US 10-year Treasury yield has failed to break below key resistance at 2.0% raising the 

probability that the multi-year bull trend in US bonds is over. 

 

 The benchmark R186 2025 SA Gilt yield has broken below key resistance at 9.0% indicating 

the potential for a new target trading range of 8.0-8.5%.  

 

 Key US equity indices, including the S&P 500, Dow Jones Industrial, Dow Jones Transport, 

Nasdaq and Russell 2000, have simultaneously set new record highs, confirming a bullish 

outlook for US equity markets.   

 

 The Brent oil price has broken above key resistance at $60 and likely to remain in a trading 

range of $60-70 over the foreseeable future. Base metal prices are in a bull trend 

confirmed by copper’s increase above key resistance at $7000 per ton. 

 

 Gold has developed an inverse “head and shoulders” pattern, which indicates further 

upward momentum and a test of the $1400 target level.  

 

 The break in the JSE All Share index above key resistance levels at 56,000 and 60,000 signal 

the early stages of a new bull market. 

 



 

 

BOTTOM LINE 

 It is unlikely that Moody’s will downgrade South Africa’s local currency sovereign bonds to 

“junk” status. This is according to the bond market, the financial markets’ most reliable 

barometer.  

 

 The sharp fall in South Africa’s country risk premium since President Zuma was defeated at 

the ANC elective conference tells a powerful story. The country risk premium is the spread 

between the 10-year South African government bond yield and the yield on the benchmark 

10-year US Treasury bond, the so-called “risk-free” rate. The lower this spread the lower 

South Africa’s perceived country risk. 

 

 South Africa’s country risk premium is back at levels last seen in the third quarter 2015 

prior to Zuma’s firing of Finance Minister Nene. At that time, prior to subsequent credit 

rating downgrades, South Africa’s bonds were comfortably “investment grade”.  

 

 The country risk premium has narrowed from a peak last month of 708 basis points to 582 

basis points well below the pre-Nenegate level of 636 basis points. As encouraging as this 

may be the spread versus the US 10-year Treasury bond went as low as 233 basis points in 

2006, well below today’s 582 basis points, indicating the potential for further substantial 

declines over coming months.  

 

 The Budget speech, the State of The Nation Address, both in February, and Moody’s key 

credit rating decision in March, are likely catalysts for an additional reduction in South 

Africa’s country risk premium.  

 

 The country’s risk premium has reduced in tandem with a steep appreciation in the rand. 

Given the potential for further substantial narrowing in the risk premium, the rand could 

appreciate considerably from current levels.  
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